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An optical fiber connector terminates the end of an optical fiber, and enables quicker connection and
disconnection than splicing.The connectors mechanically couple and align the cores of fibers so light can
pass. Better connectors lose very little light due to reflection or misalignment of the fibers.
Optical fiber connector - Wikipedia
Fiber-optic communication is a method of transmitting information from one place to another by sending
pulses of light through an optical fiber.The light forms an electromagnetic carrier wave that is modulated to
carry information. Fiber is preferred over electrical cabling when high bandwidth, long distance, or immunity
to electromagnetic interference are required.
Fiber-optic communication - Wikipedia
ValÃ«sjellÃ«si. ValÃ«sjellÃ«si optik Ã«shtÃ« njÃ« strukturÃ« optike nÃ« tÃ« cilÃ«n realizohet pÃ«rhapja e
drejtuar e sinjalit tÃ« dritÃ«s. Shpikja e strukturÃ«s valÃ«sjellÃ«se me mbÃ«shtjellje Ã§oi nÃ« propozimet e
para serioze pÃ«r tÃ« pÃ«rdorur fibrat optike si njÃ« mjedis komunikacioni.
Fibrat optike - Wikipedia
The Vision of the Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering, National Institute of
Technology Silchar is to be a model of excellence for undergraduate and post graduate education and
research in the country.
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